ONE  WORLD :    TWO WARS
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March 30, 1941
In the bitter controversy in the United States over the Lend-
Lease Act and over the question of the degree to which we should
aid Britain, having in mind the risk of ourselves getting into the war,
I fear that the intensity of feeling sometimes obscures objective
thinking. For instance, an intelligent friend at home writes :
If a man or woman sincerely and enthusiastically believes that
a course of action is really best for the country, it is wicked to
keep silent for any personal reasons whatsoever.
Yet in another place the same friend writes :
He [Willkie] seems to have lost his head completely, has become
a publicity hound and a political adventurer.    As 	 says,
" He does not understand the game and permits himself to be exploited
by the administration."
The italics are mine. What game? The game of partisan politics
while the world is burning and America at the cross-roads ? Is it
beyond the bounds of reason that Willkie just possibly may be an
honest man, intellectually and otherwise, and that it would be
" wicked to keep silent ... if a man or woman sincerely and enthusi-
astically believes that a course of action is really best for the
country ? "
Yes, we have a two-party system. A healthy opposition by the
minority is part and parcel of that system. But does that mean that
in national issues of vital importance to the country no member of
the opposition, especially an outstanding member, shall support the
administration in any policy which that member sincerely believes
is right ?
I ask these questions because, in what seems to me to be an incon-
sistency in the two passages quoted above, the basic thought about
Willkie is that " he does not understand the game." Alas, there
must be something wrong with my own intellectual equipment or
else in my appraisal of a man and his motives. Ever since last spring,
when I first read some of Willkie's speeches (and my opinions were
recorded in the diary at that time), I have believed him to be an
honest man, intellectually and politically honest. I know very well
that he has moved pretty far afield from some of his campaign
speeches, but my conception of an intellectually honest man is
not of one who fears to modify previously expressed views in the
face of modified circumstances, broader observation, and maturer
thought.
So far as Willkie is concerned, that seems to be the crux of the
matter—whether he is or is not intellectually honest. If he is merely
seeking publicity—" a publicity hound and a political adventurer "

